Pharmacologic basis for the use of dipyridamole to increase the selectivity of intraperitoneally delivered methotrexate.
Dipyridamole (DP) is an attractive agent with which to increase the selectivity of intraperitoneally delivered methotrexate (MTX). We demonstrated that DP synergistically increased the cytotoxicity of MTX to the human OV 2008 ovarian carcinoma cell line in vitro and that this synergy was highly concentration-dependent. DP did not alter MTX binding in plasma, and vice versa. We found that the two drugs were chemically compatible at concentrations of less than 400 microM, which was well above the concentration needed to make continuous i.p. infusion feasible. The ability of OV 2008 cells to accumulate uridine was used as a bioassay for the in vivo activity of DP. When this drug was infused i.p. at 12 mg/m2 per day, the steady-state peritoneal DP concentrations attained in patients were sufficient for maximal inhibition of uridine uptake, indicating concentrations high enough for synergism with MTX. We found no correlation between total peritoneal protein concentration and either free DP concentration or biologic activity. On the basis of these preclinical and pharmacologic measurements, we conclude that it should be possible to produce selective i.p. biochemical modulation of MTX with DP.